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On the penalty of shaping
— A spotlight on ATS
Motivation

Your Profile

Your Tasks

Asynchronous Traffic Shaping (ATS) is a new, evolving standard within the TimeSensitive Networking group that guarantees latency bounds without requiring
synchronization in the network [1]. Analysis of ATS in hardware setups of networks is required in addition to emulation and simulation approaches in existing
work to assess the practical impact of this new standard.
Moreover, the drawback caused by shaping on latency or round-trip time is not
known for practical use cases. Measuring the behavior and impact of implementations of ATS algorithms in real networks closes a gap towards the validation of
provided bounds. For this purpose, we have prepared various tools to analyze
the network You will use these tools and our implementations of ATS algorithms
to analyze the network.
This leads to the goal of this work, which is to analyze the available implementations of ATS, prepare experiments to compare the results with various theoretical
and simulated results, e.g. [4, 2, 3] from previous work. This will allow you to
provide practical insights into the ATS standard in general-purpose networks.
General interest in computer networks
Experience with Python or similar language for data analysis
Analyzing the existing solutions for packet path analyzis, and ATS
Conducting research on ATS and packet shaping
Extracting information from packets
Analyzing and evaluating extracted information
Evaluating performed experiments
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